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“A maximum of 20,000 km or 12,000 miles is allowed per charge, and the lifespan of the battery is 6 years,”, adds
Sergio Carvalho, Business Development Manager at BMW Group, Automated Wireless E-Sys. “In addition, the E-sys
system makes it possible to cover a distance in just 3.5 hours, which has no precedent. That is a huge advantage.”

Smartphones can now be installed on the BMW Smartphone Kit via Bluetooth and will then automatically and
directly access in the BMW i NEXT functionality. If you have already installed the BMW Smartphone Kit you can

make this automatic connection to your BMW e-Sys module using the BMW i NEXT functionality. “We’ve developed
our own antenna and receiver solution that we’re using exclusively for the BMW E-Sys and integrating into the

BMW i NEXT,”, says Alexander Kahlweit, Managing Director, BMW i Mobility Solutions. “Instead of connecting with
all the smartphones in our family, our own system has its own completely unique antenna for reception and is able
to distinguish individual smartphones. Thanks to that we’re not reliant on your operating system, and can offer our

customers a completely uniform service for all smartphones in the same family.” I dont have mine any more (I
only had it for maybe a month as we were going to Europe), but when I did it was a very easy system with just
three buttons, a blue button for yes, red for no and a white button to delete the module. It was much like E-Sys

except the codes were visible on the screen. But like others said, the programming interface could be more
intuitive, but the 30 min coding time was fine. It was inexpensive as well.
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The e-Sys is also integrated
into the navigation system of
the vehicle. The e-Sys module
works as a side-arm braking
component that works even

with no road active assistance
systems (as Car-Assist). The e-
Sys will not work properly if the
major assistance systems are

deactivated. There are two
types of e-Sys modules: the CB
e-Sys and the CD e-Sys. The CB

e-Sys operates via a CB unit
located at the steering wheel.
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The CD e-Sys operates via a CD
unit positioned at the center

console. A new module will be
required to operate the CD unit

at the center console. The
system has been characterized

by great performance in
medium-sized trucks in port
operations in Hong Kong and
Macau and, as an implement

that requires less maintenance
and has a lower TCO, it has
been extremely successful.
Towing e-Sys trailers around

Hong Kong has proved that the
truck responds positively to the
new system, having proven its
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safety and performance. Its
robustness and response to the

drivers is outstanding. As we
see truck helicopter in the

world and the target of
transporting wheeled

container, it is a very important
aspect of operation and

management to provide a good
service for the truck drivers. An

e-Sys vehicle will always
provide a better service and a
better teamwork environment,
which, in addition to the low
cost, help increase the staff
satisfaction. The truck thus
required a more powerful
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engine for the course of the
trip, giving a more powerful
acceleration and braking.
Alvaro Pereira, driving the
truck e-Sys, even had the

pleasure of meeting some of
his drivers from HPI, during the

trip. 5ec8ef588b
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